Stephen,
Here are some letters from some of my
students. They e-mailed me and I pasted
them on to one note for you.
Thanks again,
Taylor Road Middle School – Science
I learned plenty at the telescope demo we did like there are certain
type of telescopes see the sun in different colors. I hope you come
back to our school.

Hey thanks for coming in to our school to tell us about the sun and
letting our grade see the sun through a special telescope. I learned
that you should not look through a regular telescope at the sun or it
will do permanent damage to your eye. So thanks again for coming in to
your school.

Thank you so much for coming and teaching me about astronomy. If you
hadn't come and told me that I wasn't a loud to look at the sun with a
normal telescope I would be blind right now.

Thank you for coming to our school I learned more about space in one
class period than in a whole week at school.

Thank you so much for coming to show us the telescopes.
cool to look at the sun.

It was really

Thank You so much for coming to our school to teach us so much about
the sun and stars. I liked how I learned how when Solar Flares come out
of the sun they come right back in to the sun like a tennis ball thrown
against a wall. Thank You sooooo much again and I hope you will come
back to our school to teach us more.

Thank you so much for coimg and showing us all about telescopes. I learned that if
you are at home and you look at the sun through a telescope you will go bling I also
learned that those teleosopes were more than thousands of dolars!
thanks again,

Thanks so much for taking the time to teach us about space. I liked
your encouragment and influence on us that you were just a kid and
became interested in astronomy!! I really appreciate it!!

Thank you so much for coming to Taylor Road to teach us about our sun,
the solas system and telescopes. I never knew about solar flares or
about how it takes 8 min. for the suns heat to reach us.
Thanks-

THANK YOU FOR COMING TO OUR SCHOOL!!!! I learned about the red spots
on the sun. I have never looked throw a Telescoope befor.THANK YOU FOR
COMING AGAIN!!

That was lots of fun! I learned that the sun was really a star(i didn't know that). You turn really
boring stuff into this amazing new subject.

Thanks,

I think those telescopes were totally worth the money. The different layers of the
sun were amazing. The fact that you could actually see the sun and outer space
in the background was freaky. Thanx
Sincerely,
Here is the message I would like to send to the science guy!

Thank you so much for comming out to our school!!! I really LOVE
science and this was an amazing opportunity for me to understand the
sun that much more!!Everything was facinating and I really hope that
you can come again and teach us some more.(Also, for my dream job,I
want to become a scientist and study astronamy,marine biology,or the
Bermuta Triangle!)Thanks again,

Thank you SO much for coming in and showing us the telescopes! I
learned that they are all different types of telsecops!!!

Thank you for coming to our school and
teaching us about space and astronomy.
My favorite part was looking into the
telescope. I learned that it takes 8.3
seconds for the suns rays to reach the
Earth. Also, I learned that when we are
looking through the telescope and we
see the sun we see what happened about
8 minutes ago. I hope you come again to
teach us more!
Dear Mr.Telescope guy
I have learned much from you.Like you I also love to study the universe
and to watch the show universe.Thank for teaching us about the sun.

Thank you so much for coming to our school!
looked into outerspace before! Thanks

I have never actually

Thank you so much for showing us those telescopes! I thought it was
really cool! =)

Thank you for coming to our school and teaching everyone about the sun. It was very
cool and my favorite part was looking through the telescopes and seeing the sun in five or
four colors. I hope you come back and teach us more about science. Something i found
interesting was that when you look through the telescopes you are actually looking 8
minutes before time. This is from
Thank you so much for discovering my passion for astronomy. I never thought it
could be so fascinating. I want you to know that I, Jake Baba, will be on that
spaceship to Mars in 15 years, you can bet on that.

Thank you so much for the wonderful explaination of telescopes and the sun.
I have really apreciated it and am interested in the Milkey Way; I hope to one day
become a scientist and study time and space.

I was ecpecialy interested in the fact that if we were on the sun and looking down to earth
that we would be seeing about 8 minutes in the past, which opens my eyes to the
possibilities of time travel.

Thanks For comming to our school to help us learn about all the amazing
things about science. I want to be a scientist and go up in space one
day too. It was really cool, and I hope that you will come again and
present something different....THANKS AGAIN:]

Thank you so much for coming out to my school and teaching me about the sun and
telescopes. I learned so much, one thing that I learned was that the sun was the closest
star to earth. I also learned that not everyone can see the fire coming off the sun because
of the color of their eyes. You're a cool dude!!:)

Thank you so much for giving us that educated presentation on astronomy!
That was an amazing experience! Thanks again!
(2nd period)
thank you for coming to our school and teaching us about astronomy. i probably
will never get another chance to look through a cool telescope like the two that you
brought. they were much better than mine. i never knew that the sun is not yellow
when you look in a telescope. i thought the pictures you gave to my teacher were
really cool. i guess they call Mars the ''red planet '' for nothing since it is actually
tannish brown. thank you so much for coming! come again!

Thank you for letting us the different ways to see the sun. I enjoyed it a lot! I hope we
will see you again!
Dear Stephen,
Thank you so much for coming to our school yesterday and letting us look
in your telescopes. I thought it was cool that we got to see a solar flare,
do you see them often? Thank you for teaching me that light takes 8
minutes to reach the Earth from the Sun, that different colored eyes can
see different things and that the sun has explosions and liquid from the
explosions can go on and on or they can arch back into the sun.
Thanks again,
Mrs. M’s Student
Thank you for coming to TRMS to let us look at the sun. I learned that there is calcium
in the sun. I also learned that it takes about eight minutes for the light of the sun to get to
the Earth. I had a lot of fun.

Thanks for showing us the sun. I learned a lot of things about the sun. I didn't really like
science before, but you got me interested in science. Now science is my favorite subject.
Thanks for making me intereted in science.
thank you,

Thanks for coming out to taylor road to show as about science.I now
know more about the sun than i did before, it was really nice of you
hope you can come again and show us more stuff of the solar system.
thanks again

Dear astronomer from NASA,
I really apprieciated you coming to our school and talking about the sun. You explained many
facts about the sun that I did not know.The telescopes were also really cool. Thank you for telling
us about the sun.

Thank you so much for helping out on Monday i really appretiate. I
learned alot of things such as Solar flares, and that there are
different telescopes for every shape/color of the sun.
Thanks again,

